The purpose of this paper is to show how the field structure of these particles as revealed by the use of matrix techniques1 enables us to set up two contrastive sub-classes of case-marking particles--topic and referent--and to indicate the implications of this dichotomy with reference to Bontoc substantive phrases.
A listing of all case-marking particles includes six free morphemes and one clitic: nan, san, si, da, qas, qan and -n, which may occur either independently, i. e. not in combination with any other case-marking particle, or dependently, i. e. in combination with either one or two other case-marking particles. The following combinations occur: nan si, san si, nan da, san da, qas nan, qas san, qas qan, qas qan da, qan da, -n nan, -n san, -n si, and -n da.
Topic-Marking
Particles. In many Philippine languages the topic of a clause is marked by one of two special case-marking particles depending on whether the head word of the phrase is impersonal or personal. 2 In Bontoc however, topic can be marked by a total of eight particles and particle combinations signaling semantic distinctions relative to the substantive phrase head word.
Contrasts between the particles and particle combinations marking topic can be seen when they occur in minimal clauses in a paradigm.
These particles precede the topic of a clause, regardless of whether actor, goal, beneficiary or accessory is the topic, and irrespective of whether the topic is in the nonemphasis position post-predicate or in the emphasis position pre-predicate. In Paradigm 1 the topic-marked phrase is actor of the action indicated in the predicate.
Being post-predicate the topic is nonemphatic. The predicate in each example is enclosed in parentheses. 
(qinala)n si qotot (nan qobi).
'Rats got the camote.'
(qinala)n nan qotot (nan qobi).
'The (a) rat got the camote.'
(qinala)n san qotot (nan qobi). 'The rat (you know the one) got the camote. ' 4. (qinala)n Juan (nan qobi).
'John got the camote.'
(qinala)n da Juan (nan 3obi). 'John and companions got the camote. '
The clitic -n has an alternate # occurring when the predicate ends in a consonant.
This set of particles indicates a possessor relationship when following a substantive head.
An attempt to place the referent particles illustrated in Paradigm 2 into a matrix of the type used for topic-marking particles left four cells empty. This lack of symmetry could not be explained by semantic appropriateness or otherwise. The system allowed for contrast between general, specific, and anaphoric only when impersonal was involved. In the personal columns, contrast is still evident between singular and plural, but no contrast is evident between general, specific and anaphoric. It seems therefore, that two matrices are required to adequately show the system in this group of particles. 
nan qotot (qinala)na (nan qobi).

san qotot (qinala)na (nan qobi).
3. si Juan (qinalalna (nan cqobi). Comparison of these two paradigms and their related matrices reveals only two particle differences between emphasis and nonemphasis.
da Juan (qinala)da (nan qobi
The particles qas nan and qas san (impersonal specific and impersonal anaphoric) of unemphasized time and location occur as nan and san when emphasized.
In the illustration topic-actor is represented by the topic pronoun clitic -ka. 
qas Mogaw (comalaka).
'Get some at Mocaw. '
qad Sakland (qomalaka).
'Get some at Sakrang. '
nan payew (qomalaka).
'Get some from the field.' 
san payew (qomalaka). 'Get some from the field (You know the one).' qas qan Juan (qomalaka). qas qan da Juan (qomalaka). 'Get some from
